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At this time, charlie’s attention was almost entirely on his grandparents who
were separated by a wall.

He heard Zuri say respectfully to his grandmother: “Grandma An, please don’t be
so polite. You are miss sun’s grandmother. We don’t know how honored it is for
you and Grandpa An to come to Stefanie’s concert!”

The old lady smiled and said, “Stefanie is now the most famous Chinese star in
the world. It is an honor for us to be able to come to her concert.”

The old man on the side couldn’t help but sigh: “To bring the concert to the
United States, and to have such a strong appeal, miss sun is indeed the light of
the Chinese.”

The old lady said, “miss sun , that’s your future granddaughter-in-law. Don’t call
her so born, her baby name .”

The old man said with a smile: “Yes, the wife is criticizing it.”
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Zuri couldn’t help sighing: “You two have a really good relationship, unlike my
grandparents, who bicker every day and don’t let anyone else.”

The old man smiled and said: “Then this is your grandfather’s problem. A man, if
he wants to be relaxed and happy, he must let his wife speak.”

“Yes!” Zuri said with a smile: “When I go back, I will tell him your tricks and let
him study hard!”

While joking, Zuri took the An family into the box, and after introducing them to
the general situation of the box, he said to the crowd, “The show will start in
forty minutes, you can rest first, now the audience will start After entering the
venue, I will go over to see if there is anything I can help, and if there is any need
in the hospital, just ring the call bell to call the service staff or call me.”
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Charlie’s grandmother said with a smile: “Thank you for your hard work, zuri. If
you have other things, just go and do it first, don’t worry about us.”

Then, the old lady remembered something, and quickly asked: “By the way, Zuri,
after the performance, is the time convenient for Stefanie? If it is convenient, we
will wait to meet her, if it is not convenient for her, Then we won’t bother much.”

Zuri hurriedly said, “Convenient and convenient, Stefanie asked me to tell you
that after the performance, if you don’t leave in a hurry, just wait for her in the
box for a while, and she’ll come over after she’s done.”

“Okay!” The old lady said with a smile, “We’ll wait for her here after the show.”

These conversations were all heard by charlie without a word.

He knew that Stefanie sun came to see his grandparents after the performance,
on the one hand out of respect, and on the other hand for his own consideration.

Because Stefanie sun was worried that after the performance, she and Claire
would meet with her grandmother’s family when they left, so she deliberately
arranged this.

After the performance, the grandmother’s family will naturally wait for Stefanie
sun in the box, and she can take advantage of this time and leave with Claire
directly.

In this way, although the two sides are only separated by a wall from beginning
to end, they will not have any chance to face each other.
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Moreover, since each box has undergone rigorous acoustic treatment in order to
achieve the best sound effect, it is equivalent to double sound insulation
between the two boxes. In this case, even if charlie and Claire are there The room
was talking so loudly that it was impossible for the next door to hear it.

Even if a martial arts expert like Abbas from the Great Perfection Realm of the
Bright Realm came over, he would not be able to hear the conversation next
door.

Unless you have aura to protect your body like charlie, you can use the pervasive
aura to sense every move of the next door.

After Zuri left, charlie could feel that there were fourteen people in the box next
door, and four people stood outside the box door.



However, aura is not omnipotent. Although charlie can perceive the number of
people, he cannot rely on aura to identify each person’s identity.

But he could sense that the four people outside the door were all martial arts
masters. One of the strongest had reached the level of an eight-star martial
artist, which was comparable to the strength of Abbas when he killed Yeling
Mountain. The other three Among them, the weakest are also at the level of
six-star warriors, and the other two are seven-star warriors.
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It seems that the strength of the An family is indeed extraordinary. This
configuration of bodyguards is the strongest that charlie has ever seen, no one.

At this time, charlie suddenly received a message from Zuri, the message was
only five words: Li Yalin was also there.

charlie was stunned for a moment, but unexpectedly, Li Yalin came too.

Originally, the grandmother’s family hadn’t seen him in the past 20 years, but Li
Yalin had just met him a few days ago.

This also made charlie more cautious. As long as the performance is not over, he
must not walk out of this door unless it is unnecessary.

In the box next door.
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The old man and the old lady were sitting on the sofa, Asher and his wife were
next to the old couple, and opposite Homula, Olin and his wife, and charlie’s aunt
Tablita.

As for Li Yalin, he went straight to the bar, poured a glass of whisky, and drank it
while sitting on the bench at the bar.

In addition to the four brothers and sisters of the An family and charlie’s three
aunts, the two sons of Homula, Olin’s eldest daughter, and Tablita’s
twelve-year-old only daughter were also here tonight.

These juniors are all charlie’s cousins   and Stefanie sun’s fans, so they
followed him from Los Angeles.
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Asher’s two daughters also like Stefanie sun very much, but the eldest daughter
is studying for a doctorate at Stanford, and the second daughter is studying in
the UK. She is relatively busy with her studies. Before, the old man was seriously
ill. Went back to school early in the morning.

However, Asher’s two daughters also specifically instructed several other
brothers and sisters to take as many concert videos as possible for the two of
them in the family chat software within the An family.

Although charlie couldn’t perceive their identities, after listening to them
chatting for a while, he almost determined everyone’s identities.

Among them, the eldest son of the second uncle Homula’s family, he had met
when he was a child, but the cousin was still in swaddling at that time.

As for the eldest daughter of the uncle Olin’s family and the only daughter of the
aunt Tablita, charlie has never met.

At this time, Asher saw that Li Yalin was a little bored drinking alone, so he
walked to the bar, sat down beside him, and asked, “Why, haven’t the mood
eased yet?”

Li Yalin smiled bitterly and said, “Relax your a*s, we have known each other for so
many years, you know me, but I have no chance to get back after suffering such a
big dumb loss. I am really stuck in panic!”

Asher poured himself a glass of wine, clinked glasses with him, and said, “Old Li,
look forward, your days as a police officer are long, but they are over.”

Li Yalin nodded lightly and sighed: “You are right, you have to look forward…”
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Asher asked him, “You said you wanted to go to Houston to accompany your wife
and children, did you tell them?”

“Not yet.” Li Yalin said with a wry smile: “Isn’t this unwilling…I always feel that
this case may still have a chance to get to the bottom…”

Asher said seriously: “Old Li, listen to my advice, pack your luggage when you go
back in the evening, and book the earliest flight to Houston tomorrow morning.”



After speaking, Asher said again: “Forget it, I will arrange a plane to take you
there!”

Li Yalin said with a hesitant expression: “This is too fast…”

Asher said seriously: “Cut the mess with a quick knife!”

Li Yalin couldn’t make up his mind for a while.

He wanted to leave, but he was really unwilling.

At this moment, Li Yalin suddenly received a message on his mobile phone. He
opened it, and his expression quickly became excited. He quickly said to Asher,
“Did you just say that you arranged a plane to take me to Houston?”

Asher nodded and said, “Yes, as long as you say a word!”

Li Yalin said without hesitation: “Then let’s go tonight! I’ll go to the airport after
the performance!”

Asher asked in surprise: “Why are you so urgent all of a sudden when you have a
foot in the sky and a foot on the ground?”

Li Yalin grinned and said, “My daughter just sent me a message saying that she is
pregnant!”
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When Asher heard the news, he immediately became happy, and said with a smile,
“No wonder you are grinning to the bottom of your ears. It turns out that you are
going to be a grandfather!”

“Yeah!” Li Yalin said excitedly: “The older generation said that it is true that they
are separated from each other! As soon as the girl said she was pregnant, I really
didn’t want to stay in New York for a f*cking minute, thinking about the night.
Just fly over and give them a surprise!”

Asher said with a smile: “Oh, you old elm tree pimples know how to give surprises
to your wife and children? Yes, there is progress!”

After that, Asher said again: “Come on, don’t be rude here, I’ll let the crew get
ready, you go to the airport now!”
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Li Yalin hurriedly said, “Don’t, don’t, don’t, I’ve agreed to accompany the old man
and the old lady. I can’t leave as soon as I arrive. I’m not in a hurry. It’s not too
late for me to leave after the performance.”

Asher waved his hand and said, “It doesn’t matter! You tell them, and they will
definitely understand.”
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“Don’t.” Li Yalin said in a low voice, “I haven’t seen the old man for such a long
time. It’s hard to accompany him. I don’t care about two more hours. Say hello to
the crew, and I’ll come over after the performance.”

Seeing his insistence, Asher nodded and said, “That’s fine, then I’ll say hello to
the crew now and let them prepare in advance.”

“Okay!” Li Yalin smiled and said, “Thank you, brother!”

Asher smiled and said, “We are brothers, why are you being so polite to me?”
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After that, he immediately took out his mobile phone and helped Li Yalin arrange
the plane. Then he walked up to the crowd with a wine glass in his hand, and said
with a smile, “Mom and dad, let me just say, Yalin is about to become a
grandfather. Tea instead of wine, celebrate Yalin!”

When the old man heard this, he smiled happily and said, “Okay, okay! It’s a good
thing to add a baby, and you are blessed, Yalin!”

After speaking, he picked up the teacup in front of him and said with a smile,
“Come on, I’ll give you a toast, congratulations on your upcoming upgrade!”

Everyone also picked up tea and drinks, and said congratulations in their mouths.

The An family has been in the United States for a long time, and their thinking
from top to bottom is more or less westernized. The more obvious feature is that
they are more relaxed in emotional management. When they meet a happy event,
they are sincerely happy, and everyone has no different backups on weekdays.
The restraint between them, everyone is very happy.

Seeing that the An family were so enthusiastically celebrating for him, Li Yalin
blushed and said unnaturally, “Thank you, thank you! When the child is born, I will
definitely take it to the An family to ask for the New Year’s money!”



The old man said with a smile: “Come! I must come! Then bring your uncle with
you! If it is a boy, I have to give your uncle a big red envelope alone!”

Li Yalin couldn’t be dealt with by the old man, so he asked in puzzlement, “Uncle
An, why do you give the uncle a red envelope when you have a baby at home?
Where is this saying?”

The old man said seriously: “You kid is heartless all day long and you only want to
solve the case. I have to make more plans for your dead old man!”
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After that, the old man said again: “There is only one girl in your family, but the
incense of your Li family can’t be broken! If your uncle is willing to have a son
with your family name Li, and help my old buddy continue the incense, I An
Qishan will definitely Give him a big red envelope that will make him worry-free
for the rest of his life!”

Li Yalin was stunned when he heard it, and immediately his eyes turned red. He
deliberately touched his nose to cover it up, and said with a smirk, “Uncle An,
what’s the age, we can’t be so old and feudal…”

The old man said solemnly: “Yarin, this is not feudalism, this is inheritance! Since
ancient times, you have only heard of worshipping ancestors of your own family,
and have you heard of anyone worshipping ancestors with foreign surnames?
Don’t talk about others, Do you know what your grandfather’s grandfather’s
surname is? Do you know what your grandfather’s grandfather’s surname is? Do
you know what it means to break the incense?”

Li Yalin hurriedly said: “Uncle An, if the incense is cut off, it means that the
bloodline is broken… Then as long as this child raises offspring in the future,
won’t my bloodline be passed on?”

The old man waved his hand and said with a solemn expression: “Yarin, the
argument of breaking the incense is not that complicated. To put it bluntly, it is
simply that no one has lit incense for the ancestors of this lineage. To put it more
bluntly, There is no one to worship!”

Hearing this, Li Yalin couldn’t hold back the tears anymore, and two lines of hot
tears rolled down his dark cheeks.

He understands the meaning of the old man’s words, and he also agrees with the
old man’s concept in his heart.

The older generation of Chinese people who went abroad to work hard all hope
that their people will be prosperous and their children will be shady, and this
naturally includes Li Yalin’s father.



But although Li Yalin has five sisters, he is the only male in the family.

His wife was originally willing to give birth to several more children for him, but it
didn’t happen. The wife encountered very serious bleeding when giving birth to
her daughter. In order to save her life, the doctor removed her uterus.

Therefore, Li Yalin has only the only child.

At this moment, the old lady on the side saw that Li Yalin was quite a big man and
shed tears, and hurriedly said to the old man: “Oh, you old feudal! What age is it,
and you still put emphasis on sons and daughters!”

After finishing speaking, he quickly said to Li Yalin: “Yalin, don’t listen to your
Uncle An’s nonsense, this old feudal consciousness should have been eliminated
long ago!”
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The old man always followed the old lady in his words, but at this time, he said
sternly: “If it’s someone else, I will definitely persuade me like this, but I can’t
persuade Yalin! He can think about it himself, but my What the old man will think,
I know better than anyone else, he left early, as a brother, I have to make up for
this regret for him!”

After all, he looked at Li Yalin, who was crying silently, and waved his hand in a
full-fledged manner: “Yalin, you don’t need to worry about this matter, no matter
whether the child is a boy or a girl, you will bring your uncle here! It’s a boy, I can
definitely convince him to let the child’s surname be Li, and if it’s a girl, I’ll try my
best to convince him and your daughter to ask for another one! Don’t interfere,
don’t say a word, just pretend you don’t know, if anyone has any old age The
infamy of feudalism and old bastards, casually greet uncle, uncle doesn’t care!”

At this moment, Li Yalin nodded heavily with tears in his eyes, and said gratefully,
“Uncle An…Thank you…Thank you!”

Li Yalin knew that his son-in-law was excellent and arrogant. Perhaps only An
Qishan could do such a thing.

He was so moved that he bent his legs forward uncontrollably, and wanted to
kneel and kowtow to An Qishan.

Asher’s eyes were quick, he grabbed him and blurted out, “Old Li, what are you
doing!”
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An Qishan scolded: “Stinky boy, they all say that there is gold under the man’s
knees, you are here to cash in! Hurry up and stand for me, you are not allowed to
kneel for me until the day I die!”

Li Yalin was really moved from the bottom of his heart, but seeing An Qishan’s
anger, he quickly said, “Okay Uncle An… I understand…”

The old man nodded with satisfaction and urged, “What are you doing here, hurry
up to the airport!”

Asher hurriedly said: “Dad, I told him to hurry up, he insisted that he would
accompany you for a while.”
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At this time, the sound of music suddenly sounded. In the midst of the very
powerful music, the lights in the venue were dimmed by at least 70%. The two
huge LED screens on the left and right of the stage were instantly clicked, and
the opening of Stefanie sun’s world tour concert began to play. material.

This opening video, which lasts for 20 minutes, was made by the Hollywood team
with a lot of money, and the sound effects and visual effects are shocking.

The content of the video is a cosmic war that takes place in the future, so the
audio-visual effects at the beginning seem to be earth-shattering.

The plot of this video is that the alien race invaded the earth and annihilated
almost all the earth fleet. In the entire earth fleet, only one battleship driven by
a female soldier survived.

In order to save the earth, the female warrior drives a warship through a
wormhole, all the way from the future back to the earth of modern society.

When her warship passed through the earth’s atmosphere, the air forces of
various countries on earth sent top fighter jets to intercept it, and she ejected at
the moment when the missile was about to destroy the spaceship, and fell all the
way by parachute.

But because the parachute failed and could not be opened, the female fighter
dived directly towards the ground at a very fast speed.

According to the original setting, at the moment when the female warrior is
about to fall to the ground, the LED screen and all the lights on the scene will go
out instantly, and all the sounds will stop abruptly.

After ten seconds of absolute darkness, the stage lights will all turn on instantly,
and dozens of beams of light will be aimed at the top of the stage. At that time,
Stefanie sun, wearing sci-fi armor, will fall from the sky with Weiya technology,



using her song titled “” The song “From the Future” made an absolutely shocking
and perfect opening for the entire concert.
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However, at this moment, the video has just started to play, and when people see
a Star Wars in the video, everyone is a little confused.

When the old man saw that the performance was about to start, he hurriedly said
to Li Yalin, “Yalin, don’t waste time with me here, go back to accompany my wife
and children!”

After speaking, he looked at Asher and instructed: “Asher, let the crew prepare
at the airport, and let the driver take Yalin to the airport!”

Asher nodded and said to Li Yalin, “Old Li, hurry up and accompany your family.
Don’t go anywhere until the child is born.”

“Okay!” Li Yalin knew that the old man was thinking of himself, so he nodded his
head and said, “Uncle An, Auntie, then I’ll go first.”

The old man waved his hand: “Come on, let Asher see you.”

Li Yalin hurriedly said: “No, no, let him accompany you, I will go down by myself.”

After that, he said to Asher, “If you send a message to the driver, don’t send me.”

When Asher saw that he was in much better condition, he nodded and said, “Okay,
here’s a message.”

Li Yalin nodded, greeted everyone again, and hurried out of the room.

After Li Yalin went out, in the video, the flagship of the human space fleet
suffered a fatal blow from the enemy. Claire excitedly took charlie’s hand and
shouted, “Husband! Is this a movie? The effect is too realistic. !”

charlie was shouted by Claire, so he subconsciously withdrew some of the aura he
released, and no longer paid attention to what his grandfather and grandmother
were talking about, but focused on the screen and said seriously: “I think this
should be Let’s make a special opening video, the former king Michael Jackson
liked such a magnificent opening special effect very much.”

As soon as charlie finished speaking, in the picture, the human flagship exploded!

The incomparably huge flagship, a series of violent explosions started from the
inside, and the whole fell apart!



The sound of the explosion caused a wave of sound through the countless
powerful speakers on the scene, impacting everyone’s senses.

When everyone’s attention was focused on the video, Li Yalin walked through the
corridor of the VIP area and came to the door of the elevator hall.

The shocking sound made him feel the bass shaking his entire chest even when
he was here.

At this moment, the four elevator lights not far in front of him suddenly lit up at
the same time. Just when he was a little confused, the elevator door suddenly
opened.

In the four elevators, there were at least 20 black-clothed soldiers armed with
live ammunition and armed to the teeth!

These black-clothed soldiers wore bulletproof vests and bulletproof masks on
their heads. They all held dark automatic rifles in their hands, and the muzzles of
each automatic rifle were equipped with thick and long silencers.

Seeing this scene, Li Yalin’s pupils shrank suddenly, and just as he was about to
shout, bullets were instantly vented from multiple muzzles.

In an instant, Li Yalin was hit by dozens of bullets, slamming into the ground!

Immediately afterwards, the off-white wool carpet under him was dyed a striking
blood red with his blood…
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